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Keeping updated
The East Asia Clean Air Cities
(EACAC) newsletter will serve
to update stakeholders on the
program and its participants’ latest
developments and activities. In future
editions, you can also look forward to
feature stories of EACAC cities and
partners, introducing best practices
and expertise areas.

Asian cities gathered in Seoul for
the “Tackling Urban Air Pollution:
Best Practices in East Asia” training
workshop on May 31. Gathering
officials working on air quality topics
in each city, the workshop presented
two cases of city best practices along
with sectoral best practices on waste
and transport management.

Building local capacity
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In its first year, the EACAC
springs into life through local
government trainings, a first
research project, and a brand
new website.

2017 SHRDC x ICLEI workshop
As part of a series of annual trainings
ICLEI - Local Governments for
Sustainability (ICLEI) hosts with
the Seoul Human Resources
Development Center (SHRDC),
11 local government officials from
China, Chinese Taipei, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Philippines, and Mongolia
participated in a 5-day training on
climate change and air quality
improvement from April 24-28.
Participants explored knowledge
learned in training sessions with
further hands-on experiences like
computer modelling and field trips,
and developed their own plans for
follow-up actions.

2017 EACAC Training workshop
In advance of the 7th Northeast Asia
Air Quality Improvement Forum,
6 EACAC and 2 observing East

An expert from the Stockholm Environment
Institute coaches local government officials
from Jinan and Melaka to model co-benefits
to air quality improvement at the 2017
SHRDC x ICLEI workshop.

Implementing Research
The first EACAC Research Project
has been selected for implementation
in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia. As one
of the program’s main initiatives to
accelerate local action, the selected
research project to improve air quality
through greening of a ger district
is led by the Mongolian Ministy of
Environment and Tourism, and is to
be implemented with the Mongolian
University of Life Sciences and
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A founding city of the EACAC, the Seoul
Metropolitan Government (SMG) will
jointly promote with Paris and London
the Global Car Scoring System, first
vehicle emissions standards in the world.
The system calculates the amount of
air pollution-inducing substances each
market-released car model emits while
driving and results will be disclosed on
each city’s official website with a score
and grade.

Exploring synergies

At the Beijing-Seoul Joint Committee
Environmental Group Meeting at the
Beijing Environmental Protection Bureau
(EPB) on 31 March 2017, the two cities
discussed cooperation initiatives on air
quality status, policies, and measures. In
parallel, ICLEI organized a joint strategic
meeting between the Seoul delegation
and the EACAC’s Chinese partners,
allowing discussions to find synergies
between each stakeholder’s work on air
quality and with the program.

Taking stock
The annual 2017 Northeast Asia Forum
on Air Quality Improvement convening
Northeast Asian cities, experts, and
international guests reaches its 7th edition
on 1-2 June 2017. Jointly organized by
the Seoul Metropolitan Government,
ICLEI, and other partners, 7 EACAC
and 6 observing local governments are
taking part in the two day forum to share
and discuss experiences and technical
solutions, taking another step in fostering
regional exchanges and tackling air
pollution in the region.

Looking forward
On the horizon, numerous activities and opportunities are in sight
for the EACAC, including
plans for EACAC cities to have a cities peer learning trip to Japan
in the second half of 2017
development of a best practice policy set, covering targeted air
quality areas to which cities may contribute, see progress, and
receive support

Launched in parallel with the 2017 EACAC training workshop, the EACAC website is now live.
Access for more information:

eacac.net

